
Using the very finest ingredients, the restaurant serves authentic 
Thai dishes from each of the four main culinary regions: rich and 
mild dishes from the North, spicy food from the East, mild dishes 
from the Central region, and hot and spicy food from the South.

Mango tree, situated in the heart of Belgravia, close to Buckingham 
palace, is a part of London that will be forever Thailand. like its 
original branch back in Bangkok, the restaurant offers exquisite 
Thai cuisine in a modern, stylish venue.

The spacious, welcoming interior is carefully lit, reminiscent 
of the restaurants in Thailand and has been feng-shui designed 
to enhance the dining experience. Guests will appreciate the 
traditional Thai service and world-renowned hospitality.

Gluten Free
menu



เรียกน�้ำย่อย
Starters
4 แมงโก้ทรีสะเต๊ะ Chicken satayN (*3 skewers) 10.95  
  Grilled marinated corn-fed chicken skewers, served with 
  peanut sauceN and cucumber relish  

สลัดไทย
Salad

15 ส้มต�ำไทย Som tum Thai N   (served cold)  12.95
  Green papaya salad, cherry tomatoes, green bean, peanutN with chilli 
  tamarind dressing 
  Add king prawns 17.95 

ซุป
Soup

21 ต้มย�ำ  Tom yum   
  Thai hot and sour creamy soup with shimeji mushrooms, lemongrass, 
  galangal, kaffir lime leaves, fresh chilli, fish sauce, lime juice and coriander  
  King prawns 12.95
  Chicken 8.95
  King oyster mushroom & shimeji mushroomsV  8.50

22 ต้มข่ำ Tom kha  
  Thai coconut milk soup with shimeji mushrooms, Thai herbs, fresh chilli 
  and Thai chilli oil
  King prawns 12.95
  Chicken 8.95
  King oyster mushroom & shimeji mushroomsV  8.50

แกงกะทิ
Curry 
Freshly made by our expert curr y chefs, using authentic ingredients from Thailand

31 แกงเขียวหวำน  Gaeng kiew wan      
  Thai green curry with pea aubergine, Thai aubergines and sweet basil leaves
  Chicken 17.50
  King prawn 22.50
  Vegetables and tofuV  14.95

37 แกงเผ็ดเป็ดย่ำงผลไม้ Roasted duck curry  22.95
  Red curry with roasted duck, pineapples, grapes, cherry tomatoes, 
  served in a pineapple boat

38  มัสมั่นขำแกะ Lamb shank massaman N  26.50
  Slow cooked medium spicy massaman curry with lamb shank, cinnamon sticks,
  Thai herbs, new potatoes, sweet basil leaves, garnished with crisp sweet potato
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A 12.5% discretionary service charge will be added to the total bill. Prices include VAT. Due to the style of cuisine, mango tree
cannot be held responsible for customer allergies. Please advise of any dietary requirements upon ordering.

N = nuts   V = vegetarian     = mildly hot     = hot



อำหำรจำนเดียว
Rice Dish

63 ข้ำวผัดพิเศษ  Mango tree fried rice 
  Stir fried rice with chicken, prawns, eggs, asparagus, carrots and onions 22.50

เครื่องเคียง
Accompaniments
71 ข้ำวสวย  Steamed Thai jasmine rice 3.95
72 ข้ำวกะทิ  Coconut rice 5.25
73 ข้่ำวผัดไข่ Egg fried rice 4.95
  

เมนูผัก
Vegan options

81 สะเต๊ะผัก Vegetarian satay N V (2 Skewers) 8.95
  A combination of tofu and capsicums skewer. Served with peanut sauceN

85 ส้มต�ำเจ Som tum jae V    (served cold) 12.95
  Green papaya salad, cherry tomatoes, green bean, peanutsN and chilli 
  tamarind dressing

86  ต้มย�ำเห็ด Tom yum hed V   8.50
  Famous hot, sour and spicy Thai soup with shimeji mushrooms, 
  oyster mushrooms,lemongrass, lime leaves and coriander

87  ต้มข่ำเห็ด Tom kha hed V   8.50
  A popular hot and sour Thai clear soup with king oyster and shimeji 
  mushrooms, lemongrass, galangal, kaffir lime leaves, fresh chilli and lime juice 

88 เต้ำหู้กะทะร้อน Grilled eggplant and tofu V 16.50
  Grilled tofu and eggplant topped with spicy red curry sauce

89 แกงเขียวหวำนผัก Vegetable green curry V   14.95
  Thai green curry with tofu, mixed vegetables, pea aubergine, Thai
  aubergine and sweet basil leaves

92 ข้ำวผัดผัก Vegetable fried rice V 14.95
  Stir fried rice with seasonal fresh vegetables

A 12.5% discretionary service charge will be added to the total bill. Prices include VAT. Due to the style of cuisine, mango tree
cannot be held responsible for customer allergies. Please advise of any dietary requirements upon ordering.

N = nuts   V = vegetarian     = mildly hot     = hot
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+Extra Sauce 1.00
Sweet chilli sauce, Peanut sauceN, Fresh chillies, Fresh garlic, Fresh lime or Lemon

Takeaway box 0.80


